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Abstract 

 

The title ‘Relaxation Music’ suggests an intended function. This paper endeavors 
to define how this may be achieved. A composer of ‘Relaxation Music’ may 
intuitively feel that he/she is serving this purpose. Intuition and opinion are also 
used for the selection of already-composed music to be packaged as Relaxation 
Music. Consequently, not all music marketed as Relaxation Music has a relaxing 
effect on the listener (only 16.6% according to one study). So, what exactly 
makes music relaxing? How does a composer achieve the intended function? 
Empirical studies carried out by non-musicians have identified relaxing qualities 
of music. These studies result in a broad definition of relaxation music. This 
paper expands on research conducted by scientists and psychologists with an in-
depth musical analysis of a body of work deemed to be relaxing by existing 
research. Reductive harmonic analysis reveals that the harmony in relaxing 
works do not depart from a central reference point. The melodies of these works 
were found to be interesting and enjoyable by layperson listeners. However, in-
depth reductive analysis uncovered somewhat of an avoidance of compositional 
techniques that are traditionally used to make a melody interesting. This study 
shows that, in addition to possessing the traits outlined in previous literature, 
relaxing music contains enough harmonic and melodic interest to keep the 
listener engaged, without being overly stimulating. This is primarily achieved with 
the use of simple harmonic and melodic reference points as well as a tentative 
use of the tools that create stimulation.  
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1. Introduction 

Relaxation music, as the title suggests, aims to relax the listener. Composers of Relaxation 

Music may intuitively feel they are achieving this intended function. But for a composer to 

be sure, the question arises: what exactly makes music relaxing? Current literature 

adequately defines many of the elements of relaxing music. However from an academic 

musical perspective, there are shortcomings in the areas of harmony and melody. I do not 

profess to define the genre; this paper aspires to clarify what it is that makes music 

relaxing, expanding on current literature. I will investigate a body of works deemed to be 

relaxing by previous study in the form of reductive harmonic and melodic analysis. This will 

reveal the structural elements that contribute to the works' relaxing quality and presumably 

result in a model of how music may be composed with specific regard to relaxation. 

 

2. A Proposed Function 

Why do people listen to music? Generally, there are many reasons. Schubert (2009) 

argues the main reason is to produce pleasure; Arnett (1995) discusses identity formation. 

A contrasting idea is escapism. "We all hear the music we like as something special, as 

something that defies the mundane, takes us 'out of ourselves', puts us somewhere else" 
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(Frith 1996: 275). Music can even cause physiological changes (Storr 1997: 94). People 

listen to music to fulfill a function. Of which, many have been proposed. Schafer et al 

(2013) profess there to be three distinct 'dimensions' of why music is listened to (1) self-

awareness (2) social-relatedness and (3) arousal and mood regulation. Less commonly do 

we consider music's therapeutic value.  

 

Music has been used since ancient times to enhance wellbeing and reduce suffering 

(Kemper & Danhauer 2005). The oldest known documentation of medical practices refers 

to repetitious vocal incantations being used for healing (Prickett & Standley 1994). By 1800, 

scientists were investigating the effects of music on the human body (Prickett & Standley 

1994) and 19th century hospitals began using music therapeutically. We have known for 

some time that music has the capacity to relax. In 1891 London hospitals employed live 

performers to play sedative music to help release anxiety, reduce pain and induce sleep 

(Schmidt-Peters 2000). Music therapy has been proven to be an effective treatment in 

stress and anxiety relief (Novotney 2013).  

 

Relaxation Music 

Music can decrease anxiety (Harmat et al: 2008); a psychological, physiological, and 

behavioral state induced by a threat of some sort, either actual or imagined (Steimer 2002). 

Relaxation is the opposite; the state in which the body is free from tension and anxiety 

(Oxford Dictionary 2014). In recent decades ‘Relaxation Music’ (AKA ‘New-Age Music’) has 

emerged. Tony Scott's Music for Zen Meditation (1964) is considered the first 'New-Age' 

recording (Heckman 1994). Relaxation Music can be used to accompany a relaxing setting, 

alongside 'dimming the lights' (social-relatedness). However, the focus of this paper is the 

use of music to induce relaxation (mood regulation). Persons requiring Relaxation Music 

firstly must acquire it, ergo, there is a selection process. Music therapists frequently ask: 

What kind of music should be placed in a relaxation portfolio? (Wolfe et al 2002). The label 

suggests its function. However, relaxation music composers presumably use intuition to 

create, what is believed to be, relax-ing music. Consequently, only 16.6% of music 

marketed as relaxation has the effect of relaxation on the listener (Elliott et al 2011).  
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3. The Characteristics of Relaxing Music as Defined by Current Literature 

Collating the findings of research gives a broad outline of the traits of relaxation music. It is 

reasonable to assume that much of the following may be culturally based and subjective. 

To a point, they are. However, scope must be considered and there is evidence to imply 

the contrary. Lullabies and classical music have been found to have therapeutic effects 

among premature infants such as increased weight gain, decreased episodes of oxygen 

desaturation, a decrease of distressed behaviors, and an increase in non-nutritive sucking 

(Standley 2002; Collins 1991; Caine 1991; Standley & Moore 1995; Standley 1998). 

Dissonance can be intrinsic to some music, but many find dissonance disagreeable. This 

perception may be subjective and culture-dependent, however, studies have shown that 

infants as young as four months old show negative reactions to dissonance (Tramo 2001).  

 

Gaston (1951) identified aspects of music that influence mood changes and described 

sedative music to have: Sustained melodic lines, slow attacks, low dynamic level, simple 

rhythms and lots of repetition. Reiterating the point of repetition, Iwanaga et al (1999) 

assert that even music perceived as exciting can have a sedative effect if listened to 

repeatedly. Relaxing music must be between 60 and 80 bpm with a smooth melody and 

repetitive rhythm (Chen et al 2014; Knight & Rickard 2001).  

 

Wolfe et al (2002) gave a panel of music therapy experts  98 musical selections purported 

to have relaxing therapeutic value. Characteristics that enhanced and/or distracted from 

relaxation were assessed and ten pieces were chosen for presentation to non-musicians. 

They described music perceived as relaxing with terms such as “quiet”, “peaceful”, “soft”, 

“dreamy”, “soothing”, “serene”, “un-dramatic”, “quiet”, “slow”, “low bass sounds”, “regular 

rhythm” and “pleasant combination of instruments (most commonly - strings, piano and 

clarinet)”.  

 

Gabrielson and Lindstrom (2001) reviewed the influence of musical structure on emotional 

expression and established that regular rhythm, slow tempo, legato melodies with narrow 

pitch range, stepwise ascending progressions and simple, consonant harmony may 

enhance how relaxing music may be. Basing their work on Gabrielson and Lindstrom 
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(2001), Gomez and Danuser (2007) found that tempo accentuation and rhythmic 

articulation possessed the greatest power in discriminating music deemed to be ‘low 

arousal’ and ‘high arousal’. The study by Tan et al (2012) expanded on this, asserting 

relaxation music to have; a tempo of approximately 60 bpm; pitches  centering around C5; 

preferably diatonic with a tonal centre; small dynamic changes; simple rhythms; low 

melodic complexity and small ensembles. Wang (2014) reiterated this by analysing 

perceived relaxation responses as they correspond to musical elements, and found that 

music perceived as relaxing and calming was slow, mostly in a minor key, and with a small 

dynamic range. 

 

With regard to the intention of this paper, the most comprehensive study found in this field, 

Relaxing Music for Anxiety Control (Elliot et al 2011)1,  specifically examined the genre to 

determine which characteristics are most relaxing, and conducive to relieving anxiety. This 

study assessed the relative importance of thirteen individual musical elements to the 

relaxation response. Music found to be relaxing has “few dramatic changes in volume” 

(Elliott et al 2011: 280). Pieces consisting of piano and strings were found to be the most 

relaxing and if the voice is used, it must be ‘soft’ and ‘quiet’ (ibid.). Major or minor key 

(happy or sad) does not seem to affect relaxation (ibid.). The element of rhythm elicits 

movement (Clarke 1999). So, it can be assumed that relaxing music avoids emphasising 

the beat. Being ‘too upbeat’ or having a ‘heavy beat’ is not conducive to relaxation and the 

most relaxing pieces did not contain this element (Elliott et al 2011). For relaxing music, 

rhythms should be subtle, simple and repetitive (ibid.). The literature does not provide 

tangible specifics for harmony other than that harmonies should be ‘pleasing to the ear’ 

Elliott et al (2011).  

 

Some, but not too much, complexity is needed for relaxation. There is balance in relaxing 

compositions. The most relaxing tracks found by Elliott et al (2011) were relatively 

consistent, but nevertheless, included some structural changes. Simple pieces are 

perceived as ‘boring’ while highly complex music is perceived as ‘irritating’ or ‘annoying’ to 

                                                 
1 A more detailed description of this study is given in chapter 5 
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the lay-listener (ibid.). This is consistent with the discussion by North & Hargreaves (1995) 

regarding the relationship between musical complexity and liking.  

 

Melody is a powerful factor in the relaxing quality of music (Elliott et al 2011). The 

recommendations from participants in this study were: ‘it should be easy to hum’  (ibid.) and 

contain “narrow note sequences in ascending order” (ibid: 281).  

 

Wolfe et al (2002) state that familiarity does not have an impact on the relaxing qualities of 

music. Although, according to Tan et al (2012), familiarity significantly aids relaxation. Elliott 

et al (2011) found familiarity to be the least effective component and suggested that 

familiarity is best to avoid, because of the possibility of external associations with the 

music, which may or may not be relaxing. 

 

Listening to preferred music can contribute to relaxation. Stratton and Zalanowski (1984) 

point out the single most important factor in promoting relaxation is the degree of liking for 

the music. Davis & Thaut (1989) showed musical liking to help the perception of relaxation 

when listening. However, tastes are subjective and culturally based (North & Hargreaves 

2007). In the study by Elliott et al (2011), liking was one of the least consequential elements 

directly affecting relaxation, but received a high ‘importance rating’. Also, the study by 

Iwanaga and Moroki (1999) indicates preference to be less influential than the sedative 

properties of music. 

 

Elements that are detrimental to relaxation are: ‘Too slow’; ‘loud’ or ‘heavy’ drumbeats; 

frequent fluctuations in dynamics; musical complexity; brass instruments; harsh, confused 

and unpleasant sounds, and music that is overly dynamic (Elliott et al 2011). North and 

Hargreaves (2007) observed that musical complexity can impact arousal levels. Also, 

'depressing music'; fast tempo; regular changes of instruments, volume and speed; and 

sounds that were synthesised, too loud or high pitched are distracting to relaxation (Wolfe 

et al (2002). Participants in the study by Elliott et al (2011) used emotional labels of 

‘peaceful’ and ‘serene’ to describe relaxing music and described pieces that had a variety 

of emotions with comments such as ‘distraction’, ‘surprised’ or ‘annoyance’.  
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4. Research Context and Assumptions 

One who desires Relaxation Music must acquire it, ergo, there is a selection process. One 

may simply purchase music categorised and marketed as 'Relaxation'. However, pieces 

that are described or marketed with relaxing terms are not necessarily perceived that way 

or have a notable effect of relaxation (Elliott et al 2011). This reiterates Wolfe (2002) and 

Stratton & Zalanowski (1984) stating that pre-categorised soothing music may not always 

be seen as soothing. The elements that characterise Relaxation Music have been broadly 

defined by the literature. One who requires Relaxation Music may search the literature to 

determine what to look for during selection and then scrutinize a range of music marketed 

as relaxation keeping an ear out for these qualities. Said research has been conducted by 

individuals with scientific and psychological backgrounds, as opposed to musical experts. 

There may be identifications of common parameters, but there is not a strong definition of 

music that serves the function of relaxation.  

 

An alternate solution: composers may search for and utilise the literature to devise a set of 

'compositional parameters' to adhere to. Although, this may be difficult to be seen as a 

concise guide to composing Relaxation Music. "The Worlds Most Relaxing Music" by 

Richard Wiseman (2014) professes to adhere to the parameters outlined in the research. 

However, it is not congruent with compositions deemed to be relaxing by scientific study. 

Referring to "The Worlds Most Relaxing Music" (Wiseman: 2014): “It sounds very different 

to the selections my research would recommend" (Elliot: 2016). This suggests that further 

research may be conducted in this field from a musically intellectual perspective. 

 

I do not intend to define the genre. The aim of this study is to understand the utility of 

Relaxation Music and create a model for its composition. I will analyse the five pieces 

deemed to be the best for relaxation and controlling anxiety by Elliott et al (2011). I will 

focus on the harmonic and melodic aspect of the works, endeavoring to define what it is 

about these elements that contribute to the relaxing nature of the works. From this, in 

conjunction with previous literature, I hope to provide specific guidelines for the composition 

of Relaxation Music. 
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5. Analysis of the Body of Works  

Previously discussed attributes will form the foundation for the proposed model. As stated 

earlier, Relaxing Music for Anxiety Control (Elliot et al 2011) was the most comprehensive 

study found for this purpose. This study began with a large selection of works marketed as 

relaxing. A panel of music experts culled this to thirty pieces deemed appropriate for the 

study. From there, a case study was conducted. Participants rated how relaxing each piece 

was, commenting on the relaxing qualities of musical elements. Participants were 

laypersons, which was an appropriate control group choice. Muller et al (2010) established 

in their ERP2 study that laypersons have a stronger reliance on internal affective states 

while forming a judgment than do musical experts. Results suggested clear differences in 

the relaxing nature of the selections. Of the thirty pieces, five were deemed to be 

representative of relaxing music (Elliott et al 2011) and form the body of work to be 

analysed3: 

 

1. Watermark - (Enya: 1988)  

2. Orchestral Suite3, In D ‘Air’ (J. S. Bach: c. 1730)  

3. Rainbird (Taken from a 'relaxing' compilation with no composer details)  

4. Adagio for Strings – (Samuel Barber: 1939) 

5. Flower Duet from the opera Lakmé (Léo Delibes':1881-1882)  

 

This body of work has been deemed to be representative of relaxing music. Tempo, 

dynamics, instrumentation and rhythm have been covered in previous literature to what I 

perceive to be a satisfactory level. I believe the shortcomings of the literature to be the 

specifics of harmony and melody. With reference to this body of work, I wish to illuminate 

the characteristics of melody and harmony as to their relaxing features. I need to find or 

create an appropriate methodology (Cook 1987) for determining the characteristics of 

relaxing music. Reductive harmonic and melodic analysis will presumably reveal patterns 

and/or similarities in the works that may be accountable for their sedative nature. With this 

function in mind, this analysis shall "discover, or decide how they work" (Cook 1987: 1). 

                                                 
2 An Event-Related-Potential (ERP) is the measured brain response that is the direct result of a specific sensory, 

cognitive or motor event. 
3 For time appropriateness of the study, some 'cut' versions were used by Elliott et al (2011) - See appendix III. 
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5.1 Harmonic Analysis 

The harmony in this body of work is tonal, with uncomplicated chords (m, M, m7, maj7, 

dim7) and little departure from basic diatonic harmony. This reiterates Tan et al (2012) 

stating harmony in Relaxation Music should be preferably diatonic with a tonal centre and 

Elliott et al (2011) recommending that harmony in Relaxation Music should be ‘pleasing to 

the ear’.  

 

Dominant Function 

It is widely recognised that tonal music is distinguished by a functional relationship between 

Tonic and Dominant (I and V). Schenker4 identified that most [tonal] works follow the same 

basic structural pattern (Pankhurst: URL): 

 

Initial Tonic  
Movement away from 

initial Tonic 
 

Perfect cadence, and 

return to initial Tonic 

I  
V (and possibly other key 

areas) 
 V-I 

 

The Dominant has the function of creating instability that requires resolution (Benward & 

Saker 2008). Tonal music, in general, derives stimulation from leaving, then returning to the 

Tonic. Structural Dominants and their resolution create a sense of tension, movement and 

release. Contrarily, cadential Dominants are surface decoration that do not have structural 

significance (Berry 1987: 52). Furthermore, a series of chords may dissolve into an overall 

consonant stream that may achieve a cadential purpose, or to prolongate5 the prevailing 

Tonic (Fink 1981: 134). 

 

 

                                                 
4 Heinrich Schenker (1868–1935) was a noted twentieth century harmonic tonal music theorist, composer, pianist, music 

critic and music teacher best known for his approach to musical analysis, now usually called Schenkerian analysis.  
 
5 See glossary of terms for definition 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schenkerian_analysis
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Following is a harmonic analysis of the works. Below are some abbreviations that are used. 

Explanations for musical terminology can be found in Appendix I, Appendix III contains the 

audio examples.  

 

 

 L = Level 

 Dec. = Decoration 

 Int. = Interpolation 

 Sub. = Substitute 

 Ton. = Tonicization 

 

 

 

 

 

Watermark (Enya 1988) 

We begin with a transcription of the melody and harmony, in 'lead-sheet' style: 
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Figure 1: Watermark (Enya 1988) melody and harmony. 

 

From this, the harmony has bee extracted and analysed: 
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Figure 2: Watermark (Enya 1988) Harmonic structure. 
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Level 1 presents the basic function of the chords. Level 2 has been created thusly: 'add9' is 

decorative colour; ignored for harmonic analysis. Chords iii and vi are considered Tonic; 

substitution by 3rds. The Eb (bVII)s in bars 8 and 25 are modal substitutes for the diatonic 

vii and are cadential. This modal, Sub-Tonic cadence is less strong than a diatonic vii 

because it does not utilise the leading note. The Bb in bar 8 is acting as a modal dominant 

to this cadential pattern, a Tonicization of the Eb. The Db in bar 26 is a tritone substitution 

of the V/V and is thus a Tonicization of the following C (V). So, the Dominant chords 

preceding the C-Section (bars 25-28) are collectively a cadential dominant. Level 2 reveals 

the piece to have no significant harmonic departure to an area of dissonance to the tonic; 

the usage of Dominants is cadential. 

 

 

Orchestral Suite No.3 in D, BWV 1068 Mov. 2:'Air' (J.S. Bach 1730) 

We begin with a transcription of the melody and harmony, in 'lead-sheet' style (Figure 3). 

Because of the contrapuntal nature of the work, the harmony is, in parts, approximated.  
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Figure 3: 'Air' (J.S. Bach 1730) melody with chords. 

From this, the harmony has bee extracted and analysed: 
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Figure 4: 'Air' (J.S. Bach 1730) harmonic structure. 
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Level 1 shows the surface level function of the chords. Level 2 is a simplification of this. 

Level 3 shows basic function symbols. Level 4 is created thusly: Chord vi in Bars 2 and 10 

are considered Tonic; substitution by 3rds. The G in bar 3 is a decoration of the Tonic. The 

E7 in bars 3, 10 and 11 are Secondary Dominants (V/V); interpolations preparing for the 

following cadential dominants. Bars 5 and 6 are a Tonicization of the following Em7 in Bar 

7. Bars 5-7 is an elaboration of the Em7 and serves as a preparation for the cadential 

dominant of bar 8. Level 4 reveals the piece to have no significant harmonic departure to 

an area of dissonance to the tonic; the usage of Dominants is cadential.  

 

Rainbird (Year and composer unknown) 

Figure 5 is a transcription of the melody and harmony, in 'lead-sheet' style.  
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Figure 5: 'Rainbird' melody with chords. 
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From this, the harmony has bee extracted and analysed: 

 

 

Figure 6: 'Rainbird' harmonic structure. 

 

The cyclic repetition of I-IV-II-V constitutes a 'Functional Circuit' (Nobile 2014)6. In terms of 

harmonic function it may be considered simply Tonic, the harmonic reference for the piece. 

In the B section, the harmony refers to the tonic from another, less typical angle. C#m is 

Tonic: Substitution by thirds; The D is an upper neighbour decoration of the C#m and the A 

is an interpolation. The A section has clear tonal definition and the B section is vague; it 

'floats' around the tonic. The B section, while not being dissonant to the tonic, forms a 

strong contrast to the A section, thus creates harmonic interest. A and B point at the tonic, 

from slightly different directions. 

 

Adagio for Strings (Barber 1939) 

Figure 7 is a piano reduction of the excerpt, transposed into Am to simplify analysis.  

 

 

                                                 
6 A functional circuit is a complete statement of the syntactical functions T-PD-D-T. See pp.45-47 of Nobile 2014 for 

full explanation. Schenker used the term 'Stufenkreis' to refer to progressions that begin and end on the same harmony 

and consist of circular motion comprising of departure and return. 
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Figure 7: Adagio for Strings (Barber 1939) piano reduction in Am. 

 

From this, the harmony has been extracted and analysed: 

 

Abbreviations are slightly different for this piece: 
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Figure 8: Adagio for Strings (Barber 1939) harmonic structure. 
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Contrary to the other examples, the harmonic reference point for this piece is not the Tonic; 

it is the avoidance of the Tonic. This piece fluctuates between Am & C; it has a 

‘multileveled tonal-harmonic function’ (Berry 1987). This rocking alteration between Pre-

Dominant and Dominant (regardless of key) creates a 'tonal area' (Cook 1987). This is 

established at the beginning, repeated throughout and is never deviated from. Therefore, 

constitutes a harmonic reference point.  

 

Barber creates a sense of Tonic, but never arrives at it. The piece perpetually 'floats 

around' the Tonic. In the first four bars, Barber "establishes tonality without ever stating it 

directly at the phrase level" (Cook 1987: 22), enticing the listener to expect Tonic 

resolution. The Em(b6) at the end of bar four is a transient, ambiguous Tonic resolution; an 

interpolation between instances of Theme 1. It does not resolve to C or Am, but an 

ambiguous amalgam of the two. 

 

Figure: 9 A 

 

Figure: 9 B 

 

The first chord (G) in both examples are the same; implying a resolution to the Tonic in root 

position. The first example fulfills expectations: 

1. The soprano leading tone (B) ascends by step to the Tonic 

2. The bass leaps down from root to root 

3. The inner voices ascend by step to the nearest chord tones 
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In the second example, derived from bar 4 of Barber's Adagio (1939), the movement away 

from the G chord violates harmonic expectations: 

 

1. The leading tones, in soprano and tenor, do not resolve to the Tonic, they reside 

2. The bass does not leap down to the root, it leaps down a 4th to E 

3. In the second chord, the B and the bass (E) are doubled. It also contains a G natural 

(not G#). This suggests this is an Em chord and the tonality has shifted from Am to 

Cmaj.  

 

This is not a structural resolution to a Tonic of C. Contextually it is a non-functioning 

passing chord that perpetuates the Pre-Dominant/Dominant tonal area, which is the 

harmonic reference point. Furthermore, violation of expectation creates harmonic interest, 

which keeps the listener engaged.  

 

The Flower Duet from the opera Lakmé (Leo Delibes'  1881-1882). 

Figure 10 is a transcription of melody and chords. From this, harmony has been extracted 

and analysed (Figure 11). 
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Figure 10: Flower Duet (Delibes' 1881-1882) melody and chords. 
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Figure 11: The Flower Duet Harmonic Structure 
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Level 1 shows the surface level function of the chords. The introduction is a Tonicization 

establishing key. The  chords are tritone substitutions of V/V, decorating the 

Tonicizing Dominant. Once this tonal point of reference is established, it is not significantly 

departed from. In the A section, the Dm chords are Tonic: Substitution by thirds and the Eb 

chords are decorations. At the end of the second A section there is a small excursion to the 

Dominant, containing an Interpolation. However, this serves a cadential function, a 

transition to the 'coda', where the excerpt 'fades out'. Level 2 shows that while there is 

significant use of the dominant, its use is Tonicization and Cadential. 

 

5.2 Melodic Analysis 

A brief recap of what constitutes a relaxing melody as deemed by current literature: 

1. Smooth melody (Chen et al 2014). 

2. Legato melodies (Gabrielson and Lindstrom 2001).  

3. Sustained melodic lines (Gaston 1951).  

4. Pitches centering around C5 and low melodic complexity (Tan et al (2012). 

5. Should be 'easy to hum' (Elliott et al 2011). 

6. “Narrow note sequences in ascending order” (Elliott et al 2011: 281).  

 

Some of these descriptions, made by musical laypersons, are difficult to interpret and tend 

to raise some questions about musical specifics, some of which are beyond the scope of 

this paper to answer. Having established from the literature some broad parameters of 

what makes a melody relaxing, this analysis hopes to reveal some further specific traits that 

exist in melodies within a relaxing context, from a musicological perspective. Let's begin 

with comparative analysis of pragmatic data. This may reveal noteworthy similarities that 

potentially contribute to their relaxing character. 

 

Melodic Range: 

Watermark - 9th, Adagio – 12th, Flower Duet – 12th, ‘Air’ – octave, Rainbirds – 5th. Typically, 

usable vocal range is about two octaves, less for untrained singers. A contributing factor to 

making relaxing melodies 'hum-able' is that they fit comfortably within a vocally untrained 

human singing range. 
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Intervals 

Watermark (Enya 1988): 2nds and 3rds constitute 77.2% 

Intervals Amount % 

Unison 5 7.5 

2nds 22 33.3 

3rds 29 43.9 

4ths 8 12.1 

5ths 0 0 

6ths 2 3 

7ths 0 0 

Octave 0 0 

 

Orchestral Suite No.3 in D major, (J.S. Bach 1730): 2nds constitute 58.6% 

Intervals Amount % 

Unison 7 8 

2nds 51 58.6 

3rds 8 9.2 

4ths 8 9.2 

5ths 7 8 

6ths 2 2.3 

7ths 0 0 

Octave 4 4.6 

 

Rainbird (Year and composer unknown): 2nds constitute 70.1% 

Intervals Amount % 

Unison 3 3.4 

2nds 61 70.1 

3rds 11 12.6 

4ths 7 8 

5ths 5 5.7 
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6ths 0  

7ths 0  

Octave 0  

 

Adagio for Strings (Barber 1939): 2nds constitute 78.6% 

Intervals Amount % 

Unison 3 5.3 

2nds 44 78.6 

3rds 8 14 

4ths 0 0 

5ths 1 1.7 

6ths 0 0 

7ths 0 0 

Octave 0 0 

 

The Flower Duet from Lakmé (Leo Delibes'  1881-1882): 2nds constitute 69% 

Intervals Amount % 

Unison 10 9.7 

2nds 71 69 

3rds 20 19.4 

4ths 2 1.9 

5ths 0 0 

6ths 0 0 

7ths 0 0 

Octave 0 0 

 

Stepwise patterns have a strong melodic inclination and create a lyrical, vocal melodic 

character. A higher frequency of jumps make a melody feel less 'vocal' and more like an 

instrumental 'solo'. Furthermore, the more awkward it is for a musical lay-person to grapple 

with, I.E. less 'hum-able'. There is a heavy bias towards 2nds, combined with an inclination 

towards 3rds, contributing to their 'hum-ability'. Occasionally going outside this bias creates 
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melodic interest that engages the listener. The above may be said of many lyrical melodies. 

It can be thought that 'exciting' melodies may contain many large leaps, but discussing this 

is beyond scope of this paper. 

 

Harmonic Value 

Watermark (Enya 1988) 

 Amount % 

Chord Tones: 47 72.3 

Non-Chord Tones: 18 27.7 

 

Orchestral Suite No.3 in D major, BWV 1068 Mov. 2:'Air' (J.S. Bach 1730) 

 Amount % 

Chord Tones: 75 75 

Non-Chord Tones: 25 25 

 

Rainbird (Year and composer unknown) 

 Amount % 

Chord Tones: 60 58 

Non-Chord Tones: 44 42 

There is a significant percentage of non-chord tones here. However, many of these are 

passing, or major 9ths used for harmonic colour. 

 

Adagio for Strings (Barber 1939) 

 Amount % 

Chord Tones: 34 56.6 

Non-Chord Tones: 26 43.3 
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The Flower Duet from the opera Lakmé (Leo Delibes'  1881-1882).   

 Amount % 

Chord Tones: 76 66 

Non-Chord Tones: 39 34 

 

All Together 

 % 

Chord Tones: 65.58 

Non-Chord Tones: 34.42 

 

Page 49 contains a discussion of the harmonic value; bias towards 'stable' tones.  

 

Reductive analysis 

Reductive analysis will identify the structural basis of the melodies, revealing the reference 

points. The following abbreviations are used7.  

 

P.T. - Passing tone(s) 

U.N. - Upper Neighbour 

L.N. - Lower Neighbour 

D.N. - Double Neighbour 

E.T. - Escape Tone 

Arp. - Arpeggio decoration 

Ant. - Anticipation 

Sus. - Suspension 

C.T. - Chord Tone 

Res. - Resolution 

U.T. - Unstable Tone 

 

Watermark (Enya 1988) 

Firstly, the melody with harmony in 'lead-sheet' style: 

                                                 
7 See glossary of terms for definitions 
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Figure 1: Watermark (Enya 1988) melody and chords 

 

Next, the ‘non-essential’ notes are identified: 
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Figure 2: Watermark (Enya 1988) melody with non-structurally significant tones outlined.  
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Figure 3 shows the melody with non-structurally significant tones and chord symbols 

removed. Rhythmic elements have been simplified: 

 

 

Figure 3: Watermark (Enya 1988) further reduction 

 

This reveals a simple line which forms a melodic reference point that permeates the entire 

piece (see Figure 4). This is repeated six times; the third and fourth times (bars 15-23) are 

very simple variations.  

 

 

Figure 4: Watermark (Enya 1988) melodic reference 
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Figure 5 is a further simplification, the lower neighbour in bar 2 and the repetition in bar 6 

have been removed. This is the underlying melodic motive of the piece; a simple 

descending line beginning on the root, moving step-wise down to the fifth. The composition 

does not significantly depart from this.  

 

 

Figure 5: Watermark (Enya 1988) Melodic Reference (reduced) 

 

The surface level melody contains many leaps, but structurally, this melody is a simple 

stepwise descending line spanning just a fourth, beginning on the Tonic and ending on the 

next most stable tone, the fifth. This constitutes the melodic reference point for this piece.  

 

Orchestral Suite No.3 in D, BWV 1068 Mov. 2:'Air' (J.S. Bach 1730) 

Firstly, the melody with harmony in 'lead-sheet' style: 
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Figure 6: 'Air' (J.S. Bach 1730) melody with chords. 

 

Next (Figures 7 and 8), the melody is presented with unstable tones, resolutions and 

harmonic stability outlined, revealing the melodic structure: 
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Figure 7: 'Air' (J.S. Bach 1730) melody with unstable tones, resolutions and harmonic 

stability outlined. 
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Figure 8: 'Air' (J.S. Bach 1730) melody with unstable tones, resolutions and harmonic 

stability outlined (cont.). 

 

Figures 7 and 8 show that this melody establishes stability with a succession of tones 

derived from the underlying harmony, then follows it with a short series of harmonically 

unstable tones that are immediately resolved. These unstable tones are so brief that they 

do not incite anxiety in the listener; they simply contribute to keeping the listener engaged. 

This devise permeates the piece. As such it incites expectation that is not violated, forming 

a simple melodic reference that is not deviated from.  

 

Rainbird (Year and composer unknown) 

Again, beginning with the melody and chords: 
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Figure 9: 'Rainbird' melody with chords. 
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The first two bars is a statement of the main theme, or motif, which forms the simple 

melodic reference of this piece, shown in Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10: Rainbird Motif 

 

Figure 11 shows that, melodically, the entire melody consists of this motif, and variations of 

it, occasionally extended with arbitrary decorations. 
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Figure 11: Rainbird melody outlining the use of motif 
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Adagio for Strings (Barber 1939) 

Figure 12 is a transcription in piano-reduction style of the excerpt, transposed into Am to 

simplify analysis. 

 

Figure (12): Adagio for Strings (Barber 1939) piano reduction in Am. 

 

 

Figure 13 shows the melody alone. Time signatures and rhythms have been modified to 

highlight structure.   
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Figure 13: Adagio for Strings (Barber 1939) melody 
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In bar 3 the motif for this piece is stated: simply, a group of three subsequent notes, 

connected by step: 

 

 

Figure 14: Adagio for Strings Motif 

 

This forms the micro melodic reference point. The macro melodic reference point (which 

also serves to create melodic interest) is a repetition of: (1) Tonic establishment, (2) a 

series of repetitions of the motif, primarily sequentially, either ascending or descending, and 

(3) Rest/Hold. Figure 15 shows how this is achieved. 
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Figure 15: Adagio for Strings outlining melodic form 
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The Flower Duet from the opera Lakmé (Leo Delibes'  1881-1882) 

The Alto part was chosen over the soprano as it stood out as the prevailing melody. The 

introduction has been omitted for this melodic analysis. 

 

 

Figure 16: Flower Duet (Delibes' 1881-1882) melody, with chords (introduction ommited). 
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This melody contains much decoration of chord tones, as shown in Figure 16: 

 

Figure 17: Flower Duet (Delibes' 1881-1882) melody showing non-structurally significant. 
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Figure 18 shows the melody with non-structurally significant tones removed; rhythm has 

been slightly simplified; a pattern is beginning to appear.  

 

 

Figure 18: Flower Duet (Delibes' 1881-1882) melody, structurally significant tones only. 
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In Figure 19, the melody has been further rhythmically simplified. Repeated notes have 

been merged, and empty bars have been removed.  

 

 

Figure 19: Flower Duet (Delibes' 1881-1882) simplification revealing patterns. 

 

This reveals the following: 

1. Bars 3 and four repeat bars one and two 

2. Lines two and three duplicate lines one and two save for the last note; a different 

note of the prevailing chord to conclude the phrase 

 

The first two bars constitute simple motif; Bb, G, Bb: 

 

Figure 20: Flower Duet (Delibes' 1881-1882) melodic motif 
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This motif is used as the structural basis of the melody, repeating throughout with simple 

variations, as depicted in figure 21: 

 

 

Figure 21: Flower Duet (Delibes' 1881-1882) - use of motif 

 

This melody is ostensibly complex, but reduction reveals it to be entirely based on a simple 

motif. A small exception is the last two bars; the beginning of a new section of the piece. 

This is the end of the excerpt as it fades out. In this context, it may be seen as a coda and 

not structurally significant. Nevertheless, these bars are simply decorating the harmony; not 

serving a strong melodic function. All notes presented here are chord tones outlining the 

harmony. Structurally, this melody can be seen as simply an embellishment of the 

prevailing harmony. This forms a secondary simplistic melodic reference.  
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5.3 Analysis Conclusion 

The melodic and harmonic aspects have been revealed to be simplistic in nature and 

constructed around simple melodic and harmonic reference points. These pieces were not 

perceived as boring by the participants in the study by Elliott et al (2011). Interest has been 

created in other ways.  

 

Harmony 

Contrary to much traditional tonal music utilizing structural Dominants, harmonic analysis 

reveals that relaxing works avoid this; they do not significantly deviate from their harmonic 

central reference to a place of significant dissonance or tension. Any departures from the 

established reference points are just temporary low-level excursions. However, there are 

other things going on harmonically that keep the listener engaged and connected. This is 

achieved by decorations, interpolations, ‘vagrant’ harmonies’8 and other creative means of 

expression. 

 

Melody 

Pitch material for these melodies is not exotic; not atonal, modal or containing strong 

dissonances. They are all major, minor or harmonic minor. Pitches outside of the 

underlying triad are traditionally considered unstable. The charts on pp. 28-29 show that 

melodies fitting within a relaxing context tend to avoid notes that are typically seen as 

requiring resolution. The existing non-chord tones can be seen as 'low-level instability' - 

there are no highly dissonant tones (b5s, b2s, or b6s, b3s over a major chord, for example). 

They are all diatonic 2nds, 4ths, 6ths and 7ths. Furthermore, when 7ths are used, they are 

congruent with what is implied from the prevailing harmony (major chord: maj7th, dom7 

chord: flat 7th). Furthermore, zero structurally significant notes are dissonant.  

 

This may be seen as a starting axiom of what defines melodic simplicity; simple pitch 

material, an easily sing-able range, clear bias towards stepwise motion and an emphasis 

                                                 
8 Harmonic motion not based on I-V-I movement are ‘vagrant’ harmonies’ (Dudeque 2005: 82) in the sense that 

they are not harmonically strong progressions. 
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on consonant tones. Of course, this is a working definition that can be expanded on. 

Melodies deemed to be relaxing are structurally based on simple melodic references. 

These repeat throughout the piece and are not significantly deviated from, giving the 

listener an anchor to remain engaged to.  

 

The implicit psychological assumptions for harmony and melody are simplicity, digestibility 

and manageability; not over-stimulating the listener. 

 

6. The Model of Relaxation Music 

This study presents the contention that the creation of Relaxation Music is more effectively 

done bearing that utility in mind during composition. It has been revealed that compositions 

deemed to be relaxing have a singular, simple harmonic reference point and a singular, 

simple melodic reference point. These permeate the piece and are not deviated from in any 

significant way. This is congruent with the general contention of previous literature 

regarding other elements being designed not to shock. On the basis of this study, a simple 

set of compositional guidelines may be drawn to aid the composer of Relaxation Music 

endeavoring to fulfill the proposed function: 

 

1. Follow the stipulations outlined in chapter 3 

2. Compose a melody that is (1) within a comfortable singing range, (2) has a bias 

towards harmonic tones in stepwise motion and (3) is based around a simple 

central reference point that is established early in the piece and not significantly 

deviated from. 

3. Utilize a harmonic structure that creates interest, but does not depart from a 

simple central reference point. 

 

It must be noted that the pieces analysed are conservative in their resources, but also 

engaging. While the simple reference points are not deviated from, the results of this study 

indicate that the composer has freedom in how these reference points are chosen, or 

created. The only limitation in this regard is that the reference points must be simple, to 

keep the listener grounded. Relaxation music must not be perceived as boring, it must 
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engage the listener. Harmonic and melodic interest must be created, within the discussed 

limitations. Precisely how this may be achieved is subjective and indefinable - certainly 

beyond the scope of this paper. It is up to each composer's creative abilities, and perhaps 

can be considered an inspiring challenge. Let's just chalk it up to 'be a good composer' and 

move on!   
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Appendix I - Glossary of Terms 

 

Anticipation 

Anticipation (ANT) 

Anticipation is essentially an otherwise stable tone that comes too early. An anticipation is 

typically a non-chord tone that will occur immediately before a change of harmony, and it 

will be followed on that change of harmony by the same note, now a chord tone of the new 

harmony. It is typically found at the ends of phrases and larger formal units 

 

 

Arpeggio decoration - Also, 'arpegiation'. A melodic tone is elaborated on, therefore 

extended, using notes from the underlying harmony. This is surface level decoration and 

does not effect the structural significance of events.  

Decoration: Melodic notes that are not directly a part of the prevailing harmony, but exist 

to create linear flow and harmonic interest. They do not have a structural purpose. A.K.A 

Embellishing Tones. 

Dominant - The dominant is the fifth scale degree of a diatonic scale. It is called 'dominant' 

because it is next in importance to the tonic. A dominant chord is any chord built upon this 
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pitch, using the notes of the same diatonic scale. A 'dominant' section of music is one that 

uses this chord as the central reference, as opposes to, typically, the tonic. 

Double Neighbour (DN) See neighbour tones 

The double neighbor figure begins and ends on the same stable tone (typically a chord 

tone). Between those two instances of the stable tone are two embellishing tones — one a 

step above and the other a step below the stable tone being embellished. Though 

individually we may consider each of the two embellishing tones to be incomplete 

neighbors (below), working together in the double-neighbor figure they balance each other 

out and create a contiguous whole, with the overall stability of a complete neighbor. A 

double neighbor figure is typically unaccented 

 

 

Escape Tone -  (ET) A particular type of unaccented incomplete neighbor tone that is 

approached stepwise from a chord tone and resolved by a skip in the opposite direction 

back to the harmony. 

 

 

Incomplete Neighbor - An unaccented embellishing tone that is approached by leap and 

proceeds by step to an accented stable tone (typically a chord tone). Broadly speaking an 

incomplete neighbor tone is any embellishing tone a step away from a stable tone that 

proceeds or follows it (and is connected on the other side by leap), but other kinds of 

incomplete neighbor tones have special names and roles that follow below 
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Interpolation - A chord or chords that do not have structural significance or a linear 

function. A decoration that has been inconsequentially 'inserted' into the prevailing 

harmonic structure; an insignificant deviation. 

Lower Neighbour - See neighbour tones 

Melody - A sequence of phrases that makes a musical statement 

Motif - A short sequence of notes functioning as a melodic cell 

Notes - Specific pitches with specific durations 

Neighbor Tone - a melodic embellishment that occurs between two instances of the same 

stable tone. Also like the passing tone, movement from the stable tone to the neighbor tone 

and back will always be by step. A complete neighbor can be either accented or 

unaccented, but unaccented is more common and may be ‘Upper’ (U.N) or ‘Lower’ (L.N): 

 

Phrase - A sequence of notes that expresses a musical idea 

Pre-Dominant: A chord that precedes the dominant. Its function is ‘Dominant preparation’. 

Typically, the ii or IV in tonal music. 

Prolong: To ‘draw out’ the arrival of a destination tonal area. Also prolongate. 

Passing tone(s) - A melodic embellishment (typically a non-chord tone) that occurs 

between two stable tones (typically chord tones), creating stepwise motion. The typical 

figure is chord tone – passing tone – chord tone, filling in a third (see example), but two 

adjacent passing tones can also be used to fill in the space between two chord tones a 

fourth apart. A passing tone can be either accented (occurring on a strong beat or strong 

part of the beat) or unaccented (weak beat or weak part of the beat).  
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Tonic -  The first scale degree of a diatonic scale and the tonal center or final resolution 

tone that is commonly used in the final cadence in tonal (musicalkey-based) 

Classical music, popular music and traditional music. 

Substitute - A chord that is a third away from another is closely related. They have 2 out of 

3 shared tones and can be interchanged with minimal consequence. Tonic substitution is 

the use of chords that sound similar to the tonic chord (or I chord) in place of the tonic. In 

major keys, the chords iii and vi are often substituted for the I chord, to add interest.  

Suspension A suspension is formed of three critical parts: the preparation (accented or 

unaccented), the suspension itself (accented), and the resolution (unaccented). The 

preparation is a chord tone (consonance). The suspension is the same note as the 

preparation and occurs simultaneous with a change of harmony. The suspension then 

proceeds down by step to the resolution, which occurs over the same harmony as the 

suspension.  

 

 

Unstable Note - Typically, what gives the listeners ear a sense of instability, or 'requiring 

resolution' is the harmonic relationship between melodic pitches and the prevailing chord. 

Non-triadic notes (notes that are dissonant to the prevailing harmony) typically require 

some sort of resolution. In a classical (mostly triadic), as opposed to jazz, context the 7th 

falls into this category. 

 

Upper Neighbour – See neighbour tones 
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Escape Tone: embellishing tone that is kind of incomplete neighbor tone that is 

unaccented, preceded by step (usually up) from a chord tone, and followed by leap (usually 

down, but always in the opposite direction of the preceding step). 

 

 

Appendix II: Email Communication  

 

Email communication between Dr. Dave Elliott (david.elliott@cumbria.ac.uk ) and Tim Henry (tim@timhenry.com.au). 

Notable items that have been used in the paper are highlighted. 

Hello Dr. Elliott, 

 

My name is Tim Henry and I am doing a Masters of Music degree at the Australian Institute of Music in Melbourne, 

Australia.  

 

I am contacting you regarding your 2011 article “Relaxing Music for Anxiety Control”. 

 

My work is concerned with insomnia caused by the hypervigilant mind during sleep onset. The focus of my research is 

the exploration of how music may be designed to engage and relax the hypervigilant mind, thus alleviating this type of 

insomnia. 

 

As your paper uncovered, only about 20% of music composed and marketed as ‘relaxing’ has the effect of being 

relaxing. 

 

The initial stage of my project will be defining specifically what it is that makes music relaxing. I would like to do a 

thorough, in-depth musical analysis of the pieces your study deemed to be the best for relaxation and controlling anxiety, 

from the perspective of a music composer. 

 

From this, I wish to create a very specific set of guidelines for composers to design relaxation music based on science, 

rather than intuition.  

 

Respectfully, could you please tell me the titles of the pieces you used for your study, and the ones deemed to be most 

relaxing? 

 

Kind Regards, 

 

Tim Henry 

===================================================================== 

Hello Tim  

 

Here are the pieces 

 

Watermark by Enya  

 

Orchestral Suite3, In D Air on the G String 
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Rainbird (taken from a 'relaxing' compilation with no composer details)  

 

Adagio for Strings 

 

Flower Duet form Léo Delibes' opera Lakmé, 

 

 

Your work sounds interesting, however, it might be worth considering the fact that what you aim to do has already been 

done; by me. It's obviously not my business, but would there be any point reanalysing?  

 

Also, the study I conducted was related to anxiety-reduction and so is likely to have specific properties related to this 

function that might not be relevant for insomnia. There is a video on Youtube called 'the worlds most relaxing music' by 

Richard Wiseman. He has (apparently - I'm sure he's only read the abstract) has used my research to develop music to aid 

sleep; it sounds very different to the selections my research would recommend for anxiety-reduction.  

 

Might it be worth running a study from scratch to find out music types specifically for aiding sleep?  

 

Dave 

===================================================================== 

Hi Dave, 

 

Thank you, your awesome. No, you’re awesome :)  

 

With respect, your paper illustrates relatively broad, pragmatic parameters of relaxation music. My analysis will continue 

this line of research with a deep analysis of your ‘top five’ from the creative artist’s perspective, resulting in a 

comprehensive guide to composing relaxation music. 

 

They are all composed by composers that know how to write good music. But what is it that differentiates music that is 

good, and music that is good and relaxing?There is one trait that the excerpts in your study share: they're all good!   

  

The need for my study is exemplified by Wiseman. His composition technically adheres to the parameters outlined in 

your paper, but (as you noticed) it sounds nothing like the examples in your study. He failed to simply write good music. 

His piece is banal; more like ‘sound design’. One example of what a composer notices: Wiseman's composition has an 

extremely slow harmonic rhythm (how fast chords move from one to the next). The pieces in your study have much 

faster harmonic rhythm.  

  

Briefly, off the top of my head, my analysis will cover: 

 

1.      Overall structural complexity 

 

2.      Melody  

a.      Shape and scope 

b.      Frequency of melodic notes 

c.      Use of melodic decoration  

d.      Melodic complexity as it varies from arpeggio shapes outlining the harmony 

 

3.      Harmony 

a.      Expectation and violation 

b.      Harmonic rhythm 

c.      Structural significance of harmony from a Schenkerian perspective  

d.      Level of harmonic interest and how far each chord deviates from the Tonic 

e.      Use harmonic decorations/extensions - eg add9  

 

4.      Instrumentation 

a.      Attributes of the Attack, Delay, Sustain and Release (ADSR) 
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b.      How instrumentation is used. For example, Piano & Strings – what are their roles in melody or harmony? 

 

I would be happy to send you a copy of my work when I’m done, if you’re interested. 

 

Thanks again, 

 

Tim Henry 

===================================================================== 

Hi Tim :-)  

 

Wow! That sounds amazing :-) I honestly thought you were just gonna replicate the study, but i defo see what you mean 

now.  

 

As someone who has dabbled in music, but am no where near being an expert (I had to bring one of those on board for 

my research; Richard McGreogor), the study is a far as I am able to take ii in terms of music theory.  

 

I have no idea what half of things in your list are lol But it sounds like a cracking study :-)  

 

Yes, please send me a copy of your work and if you have anymore questions (not on music theory as I think you have 

that covered lol) please get in touch.  

 

Dave 

===================================================================== 

Hi Dave, 

 

Sorry to be a bother, it’s about the song on that list you gave me - “Rainbird” - that was on the compilation with no 

composer information. It would give my study some more strength if I could include it in my comparative analysis. 

Do any of these sound familiar?  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rlXzvSpAMM 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G7FDIIgWeo8 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czV3cQZfloY 

 

  If it’s not possible to check, no bother, I can make do without it   

 

Thanks, 

Tim 

===================================================================== 

Hello Tim, yep, I probably should have sent the details in the first place lol  

  

Here's the details 

 

Rainbirds, Artist Details Unknown, Pure Ambience and Relaxation (Eye of the Storm), MusicBank: CD 6665: 2006.  

 

I've attached the mp3s. There is a 'cut' version I used for the study and the full song 

 

Dave  

===================================================================== 

Hey Dave, 

 

How are you going? Had a good break I hope :) 

 

Sorry to bother you, but I'm just wondering about "Flower Duet from Léo Delibes' opera Lakmé." 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rlXzvSpAMM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G7FDIIgWeo8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czV3cQZfloY
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I don't suppose you know if you used a 'cut' version of it for your study? 

 

I'm coming up with different versions of it with my searches. 

Some versions included an extended intro - making the piece go for 7 minutes. 

 

    - Funnily, the intro is not so relaxing! :) 

 

Anyway, if it is not possible to find out for sure, no bother. I may just omit the intro on the (I believe justified) 

assumption that your study most likely would not have employed a 7-minute long piece.  

 

Cheers, 

 

Tim Henry 

===================================================================== 

Hello there 

 

I've attached the cut version of the flower duet. Unfortunately I don't don't seem to have the cut version of the other. If I 

remember correctly it was just the first 1.30mins of this version.  

 

It's interesting you mention distraction. The point of my research was to use relaxing music as a form of distraction 

against the 'intrusive thoughts' associated with anxiety. I argue more on this in my actual thesis than in the research 

paper.  

 

What I found was that for this function, relaxing music must have at least some 'distracting' factors in it so that attention 

is turned to the music. So, in this instance it was found that very repetitive, boring and simplistic (in terms of 

instrumentation) was not deemed effective as it had not distracting qualities; think that 'whale/dolphin call, new age 

kinda thing that people do yoga and eat tofu to!!   

 

On the other hand, music that was complex, dissonant, included many dynamic changes, (relatively) large melodic 

leaps etc, whilst diverting attention, did (unsurprisingly) not work either.  

 

Hope this makes some sense :-)  

 

Dave  

===================================================================== 

Hey Dave, 

 

Thanks heaps! 

It all makes perfect sense :) 

 

I agree, if the music is too stagnant, it is percieved as boring, therefore distracting. 

 

Most tonal music has a departure from harmonic 'home base' to the 'Dominant' harmonic area. (kind of like a song, that 

has a bridge section in a new key). This creates a sense of 'tension and release' in the music, even if done subtly.  

 

My contention is that, harmonically, relaxing music avoids this. The challenge for composers here is to be interesting, 

without using this device of tension and release (too stimulating). This is why, I feel, that a lot of 'new age' music is 

boring; there is not enough harmonic interest. And, as your study illuminated, there must be a melody that is 

'hummable'.  

 

What I'm talking about requires a skillful composer - Some of the most relaxing music in your study was written decades 

or hundreds of years before the Relaxation genre genre emerged! 

 

When I'm done I'll send you a copy of my paper, and that will explain everything is better detail. 
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Thanks again Dave :) 

 

Tim Henry 

===================================================================== 

Morning 

Yep, it would be great if you could send me your paper Interesting point you make about how old the music is! 

Those guys knew how to right a tune! :-) 

 

On the distracting issue. It was the opposite. If it was perceived as boring, it didn't distract. To me that makes some sense 

as the music is required to take ones mind away from any anxiety provoking thoughts. So if it's boring, the mind stays on 

the negative thoughts as the music is ignored; if that makes sense. :-) 

 

Dave 

===================================================================== 

Hey Dave, 

 

Thanks heaps! 

It all makes perfect sense :) 

 

I agree, if the music is too stagnant, it is percieved as boring, therefore distracting. 

 

Most tonal music has a departure from harmonic 'home base' to the 'Dominant' harmonic area. (kind of like a song, that 

has a bridge section in a new key). This creates a sense of 'tension and release' in the music, even if done subtly.  

 

My contention is that, harmonically, relaxing music avoids this. The challenge for composers here is to be interesting, 

without using this device of tension and release (too stimulating). This is why, I feel, that a lot of 'new age' music is 

boring; there is not enough harmonic interest. And, as your study illuminated, there must be a melody that is 

'hummable'.  

 

What I'm talking about requires a skillful composer - Some of the most relaxing music in your study was written decades 

or hundreds of years before the Relaxation genre genre emerged! 

 

When I'm done I'll send you a copy of my paper, and that will explain everything is better detail. 

 

Thanks again Dave :) 

 

Tim Henry 

===================================================================== 

So, stuff like this has no depth to it. As such, you don't listen and the 'negative thoughts' continue 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4kLS4kHD_c 

 

Relaxing Music: Meditation Music; New Age 

Music; Music for ... 

www.youtube.com 

Relaxing music - meditation music & new age 

music. Free downloads - 

http://www.relaxingnewagemusic.com/ Yoga 

Music Playlists. Moon Journey - A beautiful new 

... 

===================================================================== 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4kLS4kHD_c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4kLS4kHD_c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4kLS4kHD_c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4kLS4kHD_c
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Exactly! I heard it referred to as 'hypervigilance' when I began researching my paper, on the issue of 'negatively focused 

cognitive activity' being causing insomnia. In these cases, people NEED a distraction from thoughts... and 'Relaxation' or 

'New-Age' music simply does not do the job. 

===================================================================== 

Get composing my friend lol There's a niche in the market! :-) 

 

Dave  

===================================================================== 

Ha! - Good point. 

 

With your permission/blessing, I'd like to include some of our email communication in my paper: 

- the list if pieces that I'll be analysing 

- how 'cut' versions were used 

- Richard Wiseman...."it sounds very different to the selections my research would recommend"  

 

I hope that stuff is all good 

 

Timmy 

===================================================================== 

Good morning 

 

Yep, of course. Use whatever you like :-) 

 

Dave  

===================================================================== 

Hey Dave, 

Hope you're doing well. 

There is just a small hole I need to fill - this will be the last time I bother you I promise! 

 

Adagio for Strings - I assume you used a 'cut' version of this? (it's quite a long piece) 

If you did, could you let me know the details?  

 

If it's not possible, I feel it will be safe to assume you used roughly the first 1:30, as you did with the Bach piece? - I can 

work with that:) 

 

Cheers, 

Timmy 

P.S. So far, my analysis is uncovering some (musically) wonderfully interesting things! 

Can't wait to show it to you. 

===================================================================== 

Hello there 

 

Hey don't be worrying about 'bothering' me mate; this is interesting stuff you're doing :-)  

 

Yep, it's the first 1.30. I've remembered now why 2 of the songs weren't cut. I bought them off itunes and because of that 

the music editing suite (Garageband) wouldn't allow me to upload them. Apple being gits as usual!!! lol  

 

Look forward to seeing some of your findings :-)  

 

Dave  

===================================================================== 
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